Spectra-Based Fault Localisation (SBFL) aims to assist de-bugging by applying risk evaluation formulae (sometimes called suspiciousness metrics) to program spectra and ranking statements according to the predicted risk. Designing a risk evaluation formula is often an intuitive process done by human software engineer. This paper presents a Genetic Programming approach for evolving risk assessment formulae. The empirical evaluation using 92 faults from four Unix utilities produces promising results 1 . GP-evolved equations can consistently outperform many of the human-designed formulae, such as Tarantula, Ochiai, Jaccard, Ample, and Wong1/2, up to 5.9 times. More importantly, they can perform equally as well as Op2, which was recently proved to be optimal against If-Then-Else-2 (ITE2) structure, or even outperform it against other program structures.
Introduction
The green lines in Figure 1 show graphics processing (GPU) speeds have continued to outstrip conventional computing (CPU blue). This, has prompted interest in using highly parallel graphics cards for general computing (GPGPU computing [7] ) and in particular for biological computing [3] .
We have already measured the speed of the GI [2] version of BarraCUDA [1] , a popular Bioinformatics tool, on a GCAT next generation DNA sequence benchmark [4] and an epigenetics benchmark provided by Cambridge Epigenetix [6] . Here we re-run the CEGX tests on more recent and more powerful nVidia graphics hardware. The interested reader is referred to [4, 6] for more background.
The GI version of BarraCUDA [5] has been downloaded from SourceForge more than 4000 times since it was released. It was optimised for aligning short next generation (NGS) DNA reads to the reference human genome. Typically epigenetics data uses a reference index file which is approximately twice as big as that used with NGS DNA sequences. Fortunately, with the advent of nVidia Tesla K40 and Titan GPUs, it is now possible to place epigenetics reference datasets onto GPUs. (Appendix C describes the minor change needed to BarraCUDA.)
The human genome, in particular, contains many repeated sequences. This means in many cases a single relatively short DNA sequence may match the reference genome in many places. However the NGS technology is not well suited to obtaining much longer sequences. Therefore it is common to minimise the problem of repeated matches by sequencing both ends of a much longer DNA strand. This leads to "paired end" NGS data, where the sequencing tools (such as BarraCUDA) align each end separately. Due to the repeated sequences, each end may match multiple times, but knowing approximately how far about the two ends are makes it possible to discard many repeated matches as being too far apart to be feasible. BarraCUDA uses two separate "aln" processes, whose output is fed into a "sampe" [SAM paired-end] process which winnows the multiple aln matches and produces the best pair of matches in SAM format.
Since only one GPU of each type was available, we did not attempt to repeat the dual alignment with unix pipes (described in [6] ). Instead each step was done sequentially. That is the BarraCUDA aln was run on the R1 DNA data and the results stored to a local temporary binary .sai file. This was immediately followed by BarraCUDA aln on the R2 DNA data. Finally BarraCUDA sampe processed both .sai files to generate the best combined alignment in plain text SAM format.
BarraCUDA was run on a 32 core 2.40GHz UCL cluster node with 126 GB of RAM with CUDA version 8.0 installed on CentOS 6.5 and using version 4.4.7 of the GNU gcc compiler. It housed a TITAN X (Pascal), a GeForce GTX 1080 and a GeForce GTX TITAN X (see Table 1 ).
The epigenetics data are considerably noisier than the GCAT NGS data. The usual default for BarraCUDA is to allow only two mismatches. With noisier data, it must be instructed (via the -n switch) to allow more mismatches. It takes more searching to find strings which diverge from the reference genome in more places so slowing down aln. Also typically noise increases the number of potential approximate matches so causing more work for the sampe process. Although BarraCUDA sampe can use multiple CPU threads, eventually additional threads give little additional benefit.
With paired epigenetics reads, the R1 and R2 strands of DNA typically have different amounts of noise. This means one of the aln processes has much more work to do than the other. (See the separation of the R1 and R2 aln plots in Figure 2 .) Although the new server has 32 cores, they each run more slowly than the 12 core server we previously used [6] (plotted in black in Figure 2 ). The sampe process gains little from using the additional threads and the speed ratio on the two servers, 1.35 on average, is close to the ratio of the two servers' CPU clock frequencies.
With the default number of mismatches (-n 2) aln is blisteringly fast but almost no matches are found. -n must be increased to 7 to get reasonable results, whereupon the Titan X (pascal) processes 34 000 sequences per second (R1), 19 000 (R2) and the 32 core CPU sampe processes outputs 28 000 answers per second. Assuming copious data and reasonable overlapping of both aln and sampe processes, a single GPU is limited by the slowest step (i.e. aln R2). Nonetheless, depending upon noise, at -n 7, a single Titan X (pascal) should process about 12 000 150BP paired end sequences per second. Similarly, for a single GTX 1080 the figures are: 27 000 (R1), 15 000 (R2), 26 000 (sampe), 10 000 (combined). For the Titan X: 23 000 (R1), 13, 000 (R2), 26 000 (sampe), 8 000 (combined) SAM answers per second. (Making similar assumptions for the earlier experiments with CUDA 6 Barracuda 0.7.107e that Titan card (see Table 1 ) on a 12 core CPU server gave 24 000 (R1) 13 000 (R2), 33 000 (sampe). Giving an estimated total of 8 000 SAM answers per second. Whereas for the pair of K40s, on a different server but with real overlap, gave 15 000 (R1), 8 600 (R2), 7 900 (sampe) and a total of 7 700 sequences per second.)
To summarise. Using -n 7 (to get a match rate above 99%), with copious paired end CEGX data, with a single GPU on a many core CPU, BarraCUDA sampe can be run in parallel with the aln processes so that it appears to impose no overhead. Instead BarraCUDA is limited by the two aln steps. Thus we should get total throughput of about:
Sequences per second Titan X (pascal) 12 000 GTX 1080 10 000 Titan X (5.2) 8 000 Table 1 : GPU Hardware. Second column is CUDA compute capability level (as can be used with nvcc's -arch). Each GPU chip contains 15, 20, 24 or 28 identical independent multiprocessors (MP, column 3). Each MP contains 192 or 128 stream processors (total given in column 5), whose clock speed is given in column 6. The next two columns give sizes of the L1 and L2 caches used. The on chip cache sizes are followed by (off chip) on board memory and, in the last column, the maximum measured data rate between the GPU and its on board memory. First rows are for comparison only [6] . (Asymmetry between the R1 + and R2 × ends is due the expected difference in noise on the R1 and R2 data.) GTX 1080 and Titan X (See Table 1 ) plotted with dashed blue and dotted purple lines.) Speed of sampe process * is dominated by the CPU clock speed. (Sampe does not use the GPU.) For comparison, old data plotted in black.
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